
Guide to Writing a Winning Personal Statement

You should always start thinking about your Personal Statement in Year 12.This is the perfect time to think
about what you want to study, what makes it interesting and start collecting evidence to prove your interest
in your chosen course.

Remember - the person reading your statement is an academic who has devoted their life to a subject you
are now claiming to have an interest in. Therefore, the main focus of the statement should be your interest
in the course and you should have plenty of relevant academic and/or vocational examples you can include
to prove your interest.

To get started, why not read articles from newspapers, relevant magazines and
online, for example:

BBC News
Science Daily
Law Gazette

Keep a log of what you’ve read and, if you can do some research into any topic, you can mention the ones
you find particularly interesting as evidence in your Personal Statement. For example, if you want to be
topical - does COVID-19 affect your subject area? If so, how?

University reading lists, suggested reading or preliminary reading: If a university has been helpful enough to
suggest books, podcasts or research you might find interesting, the best advice would be to take a look and
read at least one book, if not more. For example:

Engineering (Cambridge)
Maths (Cambridge)
PPE (LSE)
Subject resources (Oxford)
Reading lists (King's College Cambridge)
Medicine

At the moment, you can’t physically visit museums, art galleries and interesting buildings but many offer an
online experience and this can count as evidence if it is relevant to your chosen course – there are amazing
museum tours, gallery tours live plays being streamed and the fabulous RIBA website for any architects out
there!

You will need work experience for certain courses. It’s an entry requirement for all healthcare courses,
veterinary medicine, education and social work. It will not be possible to find any right now but look at
online options. Later on, when restrictions are lifted, why not offer to make cups of tea at a GP? Volunteer to
read to the elderly in a care home or hospital ward? Ask if you can help to feed the animals or shadow the
nurse at your local vets? You may not get the chance to watch a surgery at a top UK hospital but it will
enable you to observe the healthcare team, interact with patients and reflect on what you have seen. In the
meantime, why not try a course on the NHS or social issues? NB – due to COVID, many universities are
being flexible with the work experience they require so you may wish to think about where you are applying.
Here is some information from the RVC and additional resources for vet med and medicine. Here is some
information on applying for Dentistry.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news
https://www.sciencedaily.com/
https://www.lawgazette.co.uk/news
https://www.admissions.eng.cam.ac.uk/information/reading
https://www.maths.cam.ac.uk/undergrad/admissions/files/reading-list.pdf
https://www.lse.ac.uk/study-at-lse/Undergraduate/Degree-programmes-2021/BSc-Philosophy-Politics-and-Economics
https://www.ox.ac.uk/admissions/undergraduate/courses/suggested-subject-resources
https://www.kings.cam.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/reading-lists
https://www.medsci.ox.ac.uk/study/medicine/pre-clinical/applying/reading
https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/life/travel/a31784720/best-virtual-tours/
https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/75809/12-world-class-museums-you-can-visit-online
https://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/ntathome?queueittoken=e_safetyevent25mar20~q_d821c097-8e21-4acb-ae80-dbf0db47b3b6~ts_1585643489~ce_true~rt_safetynet~h_53f81283c434ef2f9a2e8399a97d561a8e942decd49ef853f403f5488d1ea328
https://www.architecture.com/
https://www.rcgp.org.uk/observegp
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/the-nhs-explained
https://www.futurelearn.com/subjects/politics-and-society-courses/social-issues
https://www.themedicportal.com/application-guide/work-experience/medical-school-requirements-medicine-work-experience/
https://www.vetschoolscouncil.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/VSC-course-guide-2021.pdf
https://causeway.education/blog/2020y/1m/16d/widening-participation-workshops-kan3m
https://www.themedicportal.com/application-guide/dentistry/dentistry-work-experience/


When you get the chance, sign up for university taster courses, demonstration lectures, master classes and
Summer Schools. Even if they are online, they are still excellent evidence of your interest in the course. You
can also watch online talks - TED Talks - and find You Tube lectures or even university courses in your
subject area – the internet is your friend!

If you want to do STEM subjects visit websites like NRICH and Cut the Knot for extra maths problems to
practice.... this counts as evidence! You might also like to look at the exciting research your chosen
universities are doing at the moment: Imperial, Manchester, Sheffield …...Start building up your academic
evidence now to create that excellent personal statement – it could be bullet points, the odd word or phrase
to remind you what you have done, it does not have to be perfect paragraphs just yet. Everything can be
expanded, edited and refined later on nearer the application deadlines with help and guidance from the
school.

When you do write the real thing, your language needs to be formal (avoid I’m/ I’ve). Don’t be afraid to use
language which shows your enthusiasm for the course or life in general. Do avoid swallowing a dictionary or
a Thesaurus and also avoid overly ‘flowery’ words like ‘passion’ or ‘ardent desire’. You can mention things
you thoroughly enjoy doing but don’t be negative; it  wastes space and creates a bad impression.

Collecting evidence

Make a note of everything you do, watch or read which relates to your chosen course. Use Unifog or the
Portfolio data collection sheet that we shared with you. Add in links if you can for easy reference later on. It
doesn’t have to be in chronological order but if you can remember to include an approximate date, it may
help to get your thoughts organised when you begin to put things together. If you have a particular point you
want to include, or if your original activity led to something else, jot it down. For example, if you decide that
the reason you would like to study aeronautical engineering stems from reading an article about a
supersonic plane which then led to your EPQ, your table  might look like this to start with:

Date Activity Notes and reflection

January
2021

Forbes article on ‘Boom’
supersonic plane

This article made me consider aeronautical
engineering as my  degree, led to my EPQ on
supersonic and hypersonic flight

Add more as you go:

February
2021

YouTube lecture on
thermodynamics

Learned about a few of the basic principles of
engineering in  preparation for my degree

March
2021

Science Daily article on
aerospace

Interesting article about turbulence and aircraft
design, led me to  read more about it (eg see book
below)

March
2021

NASA course on Bernoulli Bought 2nd hand on Amazon – started to read:
‘Understanding Flight’ by David W. Anderson and Scott
Eberhart

July/
August
2021

A summer school or other
university programme
such as  Imperial Sutton
Trust summer  school, K+
at King’s etc

Tried experiments outside the syllabus, interesting
lectures from  engineering professors, presented a
project with my team on what  we covered during the
week.
Confidence, communication skills, research, presentation
skills……

https://www.ted.com/talks
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=psychology+lecture+uk
https://www.futurelearn.com/
https://nrich.maths.org/search/?search=maths&tab=1&fs=111110000001011
http://www.cut-the-knot.org/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/medicine/research-and-impact/
https://www.manchester.ac.uk/research/impact/
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/research
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IqPjanEeAq6u1J3vP9FvCL2eYn3l7HJUFHz6ZK-POCg/edit?usp=sharing
https://boomsupersonic.com/news/show/boom-supersonic-forbes-article
https://www.popularmechanics.com/flight/a28426/hypersonic-speed-math-examples/
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=engineering+thermodynamics+lecture+
https://www.sciencedaily.com/news/matter_energy/aerospace/
https://www.sciencedaily.com/news/matter_energy/aerospace/
https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/bernoulli_principle_k-4.pdf


Linking your evidence together

It may be quite obvious how things fit together. For example, you may have carried out work experience in a
hospital (always name the hospital) which gave you the motivation to apply for medicine. It may have been
on a renal ward which led you to investigate kidney failure for your EPQ. Further work experience at an
elderly care home allowed you to interact with patients which gave you an understanding of…….. As a result,
you took on an additional volunteering opportunity…… It gave you an interest in the causes of dementia and
you carried out an independent research project into Alzheimer’s…and so on.

If things aren’t coming together quite so smoothly, try to see links between different activities. Reflect briefly
on what you learned and only include one or two points as a maximum for each piece of evidence. If you
can’t fit things together very easily, start a new paragraph. At this stage, it’s much better to have too many
examples and go over the UCAS limits rather than not enough, so include as much as you can before things
get edited back.

AVOID: lists; going into too much detail (about a book/experiment/work experience)

Eventually, you may realise that you can’t fit everything in. Therefore, you may need to leave out one or two
pieces of evidence or ask your teachers nicely if they will include the extra examples in your reference.

Aim for about 80% evidence of your interest in the course with a simple sentence or two explaining why you
are applying for the course and then lots of lovely examples you have collected and reflected on. The final
20% encompasses your skills, good qualities and outside interests plus a final sentence summing up why
you have applied for the course.

Finding a good starter (Tip: wait until after you have collected some evidence and the starter may write
itself!)

Don’t waste space by waffling or saying you want to study something just because it is interesting. You need
to explain what you find interesting about it. Perhaps it’s a particular topic you know you’ll be able to carry
on studying at university or something related to it.

You may like to start with something you’ve been inspired by – perhaps an innovation, a quotation, an article,
a poem, your work experience or someone’s designs – then explain how you were inspired and what you did
as a result. Or, you could include a statement or some questions to show that you know what the course
entails and that you are enthusiastic about studying it in more depth. NB: If you are using a quote, make sure
you include who wrote it or said it, ensure it is short and accurate and you explain how it has inspired you.

UCAS limits

For extra advice, the UCAS website has guidelines for filling in the whole form – you’ll be applying online and
the statement format is standardized: 47 lines size 12 font or a total of 4000 characters including spaces,
whichever you reach first. Please be aware that it may need to be slightly less than 4000, depending on your
word processing software.

And finally …….

Mrs Beck will review your personal statement up to two times, but you are also encouraged to ask your
subject teachers to review your statement too. And don't forget your parents - they can help with that all
important spelling/grammar check, and they can help you to keep the statement within the required word
count.

https://www.ucas.com/undergraduate/applying-university/how-write-ucas-undergraduate-personal-statement

